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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
ABSTRACT
The report outlines the PI's month of agreed time in the USA (talks at Berkeley, UCSD, and several conferences) and collaborations with US researchers David Smith and Xiang Zhang. The main advance of this year's research is extend the analytical work in transformation optics (relating complex systems to simpler systems with the same spectral properties) to singular 3d objects such as touching spheres, which gives rise to strong enhancement of local fields and thus nonlinear phenomena, opening the possibility of eg single-molecule detectors. The analytic solutions of these systems facilitate a quantitative understanding of the systems and qualitative appreciation of how the enhancement comes about. For example, they used this technique to calculate the Van der Waals forces between two nearly-touching nanospheres. Resulting in much more accurate predictions than other approximations. Future steps include calculation of heat flow between particles due to Van der Waals forces. A concerning effect is the nonlocality of the dielectric response, in which charge is slightly spread through a material rather than accumulating purely on the surface; the team arrived at a simple approximation and helps increase the understanding of subnanometre regime in optics. Plasmonics at the sub-nanoscale
SUBJECT TERMS
The main advance of the past year has been to extend our analytical work to singular 3D objects such as touching spheres. As explained in previous reports, the significance of singular plasmonic structures is that they are associated with strong enhancement of local fields thus giving rise to strong non linear phenomena and the possibility of single molecule detectors. Although finding analytic solutions may at first sight be thought an academic exercise, the solutions have practical importance in that they facilitate not only a quantitative understanding of these systems, which is very difficult to achieve by purely computational techniques, but also a qualitative appreciation of how the enhancement comes about. Our chosen technique is once more transformation optics which via a transformation relates complex systems to simpler systems possessed of the same spectral properties.
One good example is to be found in reference [5] where we use the technique to calculation the Van der Waals forces between two nearly touching nanospheres. These forces are mediated by the quantum fluctuations in electron density at the metal surfaces and are the most long ranged forces between nanoparticles. Fig. 1(a) shows the system we wish to study which is very difficult to treat, whilst fig.  1(b) is the transformed system which has more symmetry and therefore is more easily solved.
In fig. 3 we see a graphical representation of the some the modes repsonsible for the Van der Waals forces plotted both in the physics systen to the left of each panel and in the transformed system. Note how the fields in the physical system are strongly concentrated in the gap. Fig, 3 shows the resulting calculations, U , compared to the exact values for the Van der Waals energy, U exact . When the spheres are well separated our calculations have to be corrected for retardation effects but the figure shows that we can do this to better than 4% accuracy (red curve in fig 3(a) ). Other approaxminations which have previously been used to attack the problem, such as the Proximity Force Approximation (PFA) are shown to be far less accurate that our new theory.
This work is on going and our next step will be to calculate the heat flow between two nano particles. For large objects separated by vacuum heat is transferred via radiation, but if particles are closer that the characteristic wavelength of the heat a new mechanism kicks in: near field heat transport due to fluctuations Van der Waals forces and this is the dominant mechanism on the nanoscale.
Another effect that has concerned us is the so called "non locality" of the dielectric response. The conventional description of the response of a surface to an external electric field assumes that the polarisation charge all accumulates at the interface. In reality the charge is spread out, admittedly over a tiny length scale of the screening length in the metal, about 0.2nm, but when we are dealing with particles that approach this close, we must worry about this effect. Some of this work has been in collaboration with David's Smith's group [8] . The non local corrections are complex and difficult to implement so we have tried to make a more simple representation which gives the same effect. We find that non locality can be mimicked by displacing the metal surface and coating with a thin layer of dielectric. This model system is much simpler to calculate that the full blown non locality and will increase the precision of our understanding of the sub nanometre regime in optics.
By way of illustration I show fig.4 taken from ref. [3] . Here we show the effect of non locality on the fields in the gap between two metal tips separated by 0.5nm, as excited by external radiation. Very large shifts in the resonant frequencies are seen. Also non locality substantially reduces the enhancement seen in the gap and is the limiting factor in obtaining really large enhancements. Note that our effective local theort does an extremely good job of describing these effects Finally I should like to thank AFOSR for their generous support which has helped me maintain my long standing links with the USA. During the year I was elected a Foreign Associate of the National Academy of Sciences in recognition of my involvement with US science, an award which gave me great pleasure.
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